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Composite materialsIt is shown that second-order homogenization of a Cauchy-elastic dilute suspension of randomly distrib-
uted inclusions yields an equivalent second gradient (Mindlin) elastic material. This result is valid for
both plane and three-dimensional problems and extends earlier ﬁndings by Bigoni and Drugan [Bigoni,
D., Drugan, W.J., 2007. Analytical derivation of Cosserat moduli via homogenization of heterogeneous
elastic materials. J. Appl. Mech. 74, 741–753] from several points of view: (i) the result holds for aniso-
tropic phases with spherical or circular ellipsoid of inertia; (ii) the displacement boundary conditions
considered in the homogenization procedure is independent of the characteristics of the material; (iii)
a perfect energy match is found between heterogeneous and equivalent materials (instead of an optimal
bound). The constitutive higher-order tensor deﬁning the equivalent Mindlin solid is given in a surpris-
ingly simple formula. Applications, treatment of material symmetries and positive deﬁniteness of the
effective higher-order constitutive tensor are deferred to Part II of the present article.
 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Due to the lack of a characteristic length, local constitutive
models are unsuitable for mechanical applications at the micro-
and nano-scale, since size-effects evidenced by experiments can-
not be described and the modelling fails when large strain gradient
are present, as in the case of shear band formation (Dal Corso and
Willis, 2011). Therefore, many nonlocal models have been formu-
lated and developed, starting from the pioneering work by the
Cosserat and Cosserat (1909) and by Koiter (1964) and Mindlin
(1964). Despite their evident connection to the microstructure,
nonlocal models are usually introduced in a phenomenological
way, so that attempts of explicitly relating the microstructure to
nonlocal effects are scarce (theoretical considerations were devel-
oped by Achenbach and Herrmann (1968), Beran and McCoy
(1970), Boutin (1996), Dal Corso and Deseri (2013), Forest and
Trinh (2011), Li (2011), Pideri and Seppecher (1997), and Wang
and Stronge (1999); numerical approaches were given by Auffray
et al. (2010), Forest (1998), Ostoja-Starzewski et al. (1999), and
Bouyge et al. (2001); experiments were provided by Andersonand Lakes (1994), Buechner and Lakes (2003), Lakes (1986), and
Gauthier (1982)).
Bigoni and Drugan (2007) have provided a technique to identify
Cosserat constants fromhomogenizationof aheterogeneousCauchy
elastic solid. Their approach shows how a nonlocal material can be
realized starting from a ‘usual’ Cauchy elastic composite and opens
the way to the practical realization of nonlocal materials. Their
methodology has two important limitations, namely, that (i) the ob-
tained characteristic lengths for the Cosseratmaterial do not allow a
complete match of the elastic energies between the Cauchy hetero-
geneous and the Cosserat homogeneousmaterials, butminimize the
energy difference between these two, and (ii) that the homogeniza-
tion is performed by imposing boundary displacements on the RVE
and on the equivalent material depending on the Poisson’s ratio of
thematerial (so that the boundary conditions considered are not ex-
actly equal). These two limitations are overcome in the present arti-
cle, byusing ahigher-order ‘Mindlin’ nonlocal elasticmaterialwhich
provides a perfectmatchbetween theelastic energies of a dilute sus-
pensionof Cauchy-elastic inclusions (randomlydistributed in aCau-
chy-elastic matrix) and a homogeneous non-local elastic material,
obtained through application of the same displacement ﬁeld at the
boundary.Moreover, althoughour results remain conﬁned to the di-
lute assumption, we also generalize (Bigoni and Drugan, 2007) by
relaxing (iii) the restriction of isotropy and (iv) the shape of the
inclusions, which may now have a generic form (though subject to
certain geometrical restrictions to be detailed later).
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Mindlin elastic constants and the relative closed-form formulae
are reported in this article, while a discussion about positive-deﬁ-
niteness, material symmetries and applications to explicit cases are
deferred to Part II.
2. Preliminaries on second-gradient elasticity (SGE)
The equations are brieﬂy introduced governing the equilibrium
of the second-gradient elastic (SGE) solid proposed by Mindlin and
Eshel (1968)1 that will be employed in the homogenization
procedure.
Considering a quasi-static deformation process, deﬁned by the
displacement ﬁeld u (function of the position x), the primary
kinematical quantities of the SGE are deﬁned as
eij ¼ ui;j þ uj;i2 ; vijk ¼ uk;ij; ð1Þ
where a comma denotes differentiation, the indices range between
1 and N (equal to 2 or 3, depending on the space dimensions of the
problem considered), and e and v are the (second-order) strain and
the (third-order) curvature tensor ﬁelds, respectively, satisfying the
following symmetry properties
eij ¼ eji; vijk ¼ vjik: ð2Þ
Deﬁning the statical entities Cauchy stress rij=rji and double stress
sijk=sjik, respectively work-conjugate to the kinematical entities e
and v, Eq. (1), the principle of virtual work can be written for a solid
occupying a domainX, with boundary @X and set of edges C, in the
absence of body-force asZ
X
ðrijdeij þ sijkdvijkÞ ¼
Z
@X
ðtidui þ TiDduiÞ þ
Z
C
Hidui; ð3Þ
where repeated indices are summed, t represents the surface trac-
tion (work-conjugate to u), while T and H denote the generalized
tractions on the surface @X and along the set of edges C (work-con-
jugate respectively to Du and u), and D ¼ nl@l represents the deriv-
ative along the outward normal direction to the boundary n
(deﬁned only on @X but not on C). Through integration by parts,
the equilibrium conditions, holding for points within the body X,
can be obtained as
@j rjk  @isijk
  ¼ 0; in X; ð4Þ
while for points on the boundary @Xp and along the set of edges Cp,
(where statical conditions are prescribed in terms of t;T and H) as
njrjk  ninjDsijk  2 njDisijk þ ninjDlnl  Djni
 
sijk ¼ tk;
ninjsijk ¼ Tk;
(
on @Xp;
ð5Þ
and
½½emljnismnlsijk  ¼ Hk; onCp; ð6Þ
where emlj is the Ricci ‘permutation’ tensor, Dj ¼ djl  njnl
 
@l, s is
the unit vector tangent to C and ½½ represents the jump of the
enclosed quantity, computed with the normals n deﬁned on the
surfaces intersecting at the edge C. Finally, kinematical conditions2
are prescribed for points on the remaining boundary
@Xu  @X n @Xp as ui
Dui ¼ Dui;
ð7Þ
1 Note that the linear elastic second-gradient (of the displacement) model (Mindlin
1964) is fully equivalent to the so-called ‘linear elastic ﬁrst-gradient’ (of the strain
model (Mindlin and Eshel, 1968).
2 In the proposed homogenization procedure only kinematical boundary conditions
will be imposed (@Xp  ;, so that @Xu  @X).
3 Centrosymmetry is coherent with the fact that the elastic energies at ﬁrst- and at
second- order are decoupled under the geometrical assumptions that will be
introduced in Section 3.1.,
)¼ ui; on @Xu:
Introducing the strain energy density wSGE ¼ wSGEðe;vÞ, the r and s
ﬁelds can be obtained as
rij ¼ @w
SGE
@eij
; sijk ¼ @w
SGE
@vijk
; ð8Þ
so that, restricting attention to centrosymmetric materials within a
linear theory,3 it follows that
wSGEðe;vÞ ¼ 1
2
Cijhkeijehk|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
wSGE;LðeÞ
þ1
2
Aijklmnvijkvlmn|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
wSGE;NLðvÞ
; ð9Þ
where C and A are the local (fourth-order) and non-local (sixth-or-
der) constitutive tensors, each generating respectively a strain
energy density contribution, say ‘local’, wSGE;L (corresponding to
the energy stored in a Cauchy material, wSGE;L ¼ wC) and ‘non-local’,
wSGE;NL. Therefore, the linear constitutive equations for the stress
and double stress quantities are obtained as
rij ¼ Cijhkehk; sijk ¼ Aijklmnvlmn; ð10Þ
which, from Eqs. (1) and (8), have the following symmetries
Cijhk ¼ Cjihk ¼ Cijkh ¼ Chkij; Aijklmn ¼ Ajiklmn ¼ Aijkmln ¼ Almnijk:
ð11Þ
In the case of isotropic response, the constitutive elastic tensors C
and A can be written in the following form
Cijhk ¼ kdijdhk þ lðdihdjk þ dikdjhÞ;
Aijhlmn ¼ a12 dij dhldmn þ dhmdlnð Þ þ dlm dindjh þ dihdjn
  
þ a2
2
dih djldmn þ djmdln
 þ djh dildmn þ dimdlnð Þ 
þ 2a3 dijdhndlm
 þ a4 dildjm þ dimdjl dhn
þ a5
2
din djldhm þ djmdhl
 þ djn dildhm þ dimdhlð Þ ;
ð12Þ
where dij is the Kronecker delta, k and l are the usual Lamé con-
stants, deﬁning the local isotropic behavior, while ai (i ¼ 1; . . . ;5)
are the ﬁve material constants (with the dimension of a force)
deﬁning the nonlocal isotropic behavior. Considering the constitu-
tive isotropic tensors (12), the strain energy density (9) becomes
wSGEðe;vÞ ¼ k
2
eiiejj þ leijeij|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
wSGE;LðeÞ
þ
X5
k¼1akI kðvÞ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
wSGE;NLðvÞ
; ð13Þ
where the invariants I kðvÞ are
I1ðvÞ ¼ viikvjkjð¼ viikvkjjÞ;
I2ðvÞ ¼ vikivjkjð¼ vkiivjkj ¼ vkiivkjj ¼ vikivkjjÞ;
I3ðvÞ ¼ viikvjjk;
I4ðvÞ ¼ vijkvijkð¼ vjikvijk ¼ vjikvjik ¼ vijkvjikÞ;
I5ðvÞ ¼ vijkvkjið¼ vjikvkji ¼ vjikvjki ¼ vijkvjkiÞ;
ð14Þ
so that the linear constitutive relations (10) reduce to
rij ¼ kelldij þ 2leij;
sijk ¼ a12 vllidjk þ 2vklldij þ vlljdik
 	
þ a2 villdjk þ vjlldik
 	
þ 2a3vllkdij þ 2a4vijk þ a5 vkji þ vkij
 	
:
ð15Þ
Since the invariants deﬁned by Eq. (14) satisfy the following
inequalities
Fig. 1. Left: Heterogeneous Cauchy-elastic RVE where a matrix of elastic tensor Cð1Þ
contains a generic inclusion of elastic tensor Cð2Þ . Right: Homogeneous equivalent
SGE material with local tensor Ceq and nonlocal tensor Aeq .
Fig. 2. Imposition of the same linear (top) and quadratic (bottom) boundary
displacement conditions on the heterogeneous Cauchy RVE (left) and on the
homogeneous equivalent SGE (right). In the homogeneous equivalent SGE (right)
the normal derivative of displacement (Neumann condition) is also imposed at the
boundary.
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I2ðvÞP 0; I3ðvÞP 0; I4ðvÞP 0;
I4ðvÞ þ I5ðvÞP 0;
ð16Þ
the positive deﬁniteness condition for the isotropic strain energy
density wSGEðe;vÞ, Eq. (13), corresponds to the usual restraints for
the local parameters (given by the positive deﬁniteness of wSGE;LðeÞ)
3kþ 2l > 0; l > 0; ð17Þ
which are complemented by the following conditions (Mindlin and
Eshel, 1968) on the nonlocal constitutive parameters (given by the
positive deﬁniteness of wSGE;NLðvÞ)
a4 < a5 < 2a4; e1 > 0; e2 > 0; 5 e23 < 2 e1 e2; ð18Þ
where
e1 ¼ 4a1 þ 2a2 þ 8a3 þ 6a4  3a5;
e2 ¼ 5ða1 þ a2 þ a3Þ þ 3ða4 þ a5Þ; e3 ¼ a1  2a2 þ 4a3: ð19Þ3. Homogenization procedure
The proposed homogenization procedure follows Bigoni and
Drugan (2007). In particular, the same4 (linear and quadratic) dis-
placement is applied on the boundary of both the representative vol-
ume element RVE and the homogeneous equivalent SGE material.
Then, the equivalent local Ceq and non-local Aeq tensors are obtained
imposing the vanishing of the elastic energy mismatch between the
two materials. Since the strain energy in the homogeneous SGE
material is given only by the local contribution when linear displace-
ment boundary condition are applied (because no strain gradient
arises), the equivalent local tensor Ceq corresponds to that obtained
with usual homogenization procedures. Thus, the remaining un-
known of the equivalent SGE material (namely, the non-local equiv-
alent constitutive tensor Aeq) can be obtained by imposing the
vanishing mismatch in strain energy when (linear and) quadratic
displacement are considered. A chief result in the current procedure
is that a perfect match in the elastic energies is achieved, while (Big-
oni and Drugan, 2007) only obtained an ‘optimality condition’ for the
mismatch.
The homogenization procedure is described in the following
three steps, where reference is made to a generic RVE, although
results will be presented for a diluted distribution of randomly
located inclusions.
Step 1. Consider a RVE made up of a heterogeneous Cauchy mate-
rial (C), Fig. 1 (left), occupying a region4 Bigo
bounda
part de
applied
equival
(1964),
energyni and Drugan (2007) impose a linear and quadratic displacement ﬁeld on the
ries of the RVE and of the homogeneous equivalent material, whose quadratic
pends on the Poisson’s ratio of the material to which the displacement is
, so that the applied displacements are not exactly equal. Furthermore, the
ent material considered by Bigoni and Drugan is a non-local Koiter material
which does not permit the annihilation, but only a minimization of the elastic
mismatch between the RVE and the equivalent material.XCRVE  XC1 [XC2 ;
where an inclusion, phase ‘2’ (occupying the region XC2 and with
elastic tensor Cð2Þ), is fully enclosed in a matrix, phase ‘1’ (occupying
the region XC1 and with elastic tensor C
ð1Þ), so that the constitutive
local tensor CðxÞ within the RVE can be deﬁned as the piecewise
constant functionCðxÞ ¼
Cð1Þ x 2 XC1 ;
Cð2Þ x 2 XC2 ;
8><
>: ð20Þand the volume fraction f of the inclusion phase can be deﬁned asf ¼ X
C
2
XCRVE
: ð21ÞThe equivalent material is a homogeneous SGE material, Fig. 1
(right), occupying the region XSGEeqXSGEeq ¼ XCRVE; ð22Þ
and constitutive elastic tensors Ceq (local part) and Aeq (nonlocal
part). Since the region XSGEeq of the equivalent SGE material corre-
sponds by deﬁnition to the region XCRVE of the heterogeneous RVE,
in the following both these domains may be identiﬁed as X.
Step 2. Impose on the RVE boundary the following second-order
(linear and quadratic) displacement ﬁeld u, Fig. 2 (left)u ¼ u; on @XCRVE; ð23Þ
withui ¼ aijxj|{z}
ua
i
þ bijkxjxk|ﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄ}
ub
i
; ð24Þwhere aij and bijk are constant coefﬁcients, the latter having the
symmetry bijk=bikj.
Impose on the equivalent homogeneous SGE boundary again the
displacement (24), but together with its normal derivative, Fig. 2
(right), so thatu ¼ u;
Du ¼ Du;

on @XSGEeq : ð25ÞNote that the mean value of the local strain gradient, which cannot
be controlled solely by Dirichlet conditions, is deﬁned by imposing
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through consideration of the dilute assumption, so that the inﬂu-
ence of the inclusion on the normal derivative is negligible near
the boundary of the RVE.
The imposition of the boundary conditions (23) on the RVE and
(25) on the equivalent SGE corresponds, respectively, to the two
strain energies5 Not
(33), th
XC2 are
SðXCRVEÞ
where t
sion qð2
q2 ¼ ð1WCRVE ¼
Z
XC1
wC



Cð1Þ þ
Z
XC2
wC



Cð2Þ ;
WSGEeq ¼
Z
XSGEeq
wSGE



Ceq ;Aeq
;
ð26Þso that for a generic quadratic displacement ﬁeld, Eq. (24), an en-
ergy mismatch (or ‘gap’) G between the two materials arises as a
function of the unknown equivalent constitutive tensor AeqG Cð1Þ;Cð2Þ;Ceq;Aeq
 	
¼ WCRVE WSGEeq : ð27ÞStep 3. Find the unknown equivalent constitutive tensor Aeq by
imposing a null energy mismatch GG Cð1Þ;Cð2Þ;Ceq;Aeq
 	
¼ 0: ð28ÞNote that in the case of purely linear displacements (b ¼ 0) the
energy mismatch G is null by deﬁnition of Ceq. On the other hand,
when quadratic displacements are considered, an energy mismatch
G is different from zero and can be tuned to vanish by changing the
value of the unknown tensor Aeq.
The above-procedure is general, but subsequent calculations
will be limited to the dilute approximation, and the results will
be an extension of Bigoni and Drugan (2007) since (i.) the
inclusions are of arbitrary shape and, more interestingly, (ii.) the
comparison material, a Mindlin elastic second-gradient material,
allows a perfect match of the energies (while Bigoni and Drugan,
2007 did consider only cylindrical or spherical inclusions and were
only able to provide a minimization of the energy gap).
3.1. Assumptions about geometrical properties of matrix and inclusion
phases
Henceforth the following geometrical properties for both the
subsets XC1and X
C
2 will be assumed::
5
(GP1) The centroids of the matrix and of the inclusion coin-
cide and correspond to the origin of the xi-axes, so
that both the static moments of the inclusion and of
the matrix are nullSðXC1Þ ¼ 0; SðXC2Þ ¼ 0: ð31Þ
(GP2) The xi-axes are principal axes of inertia for both the
matrix and the inclusion and the ellipsoids of inertia
are a sphere (or a circle in 2 D)EðXC1Þ ¼ qð1Þ
 2
XC1I; EðXC2Þ ¼ qð2Þ
 2
XC2I; ð32Þe that, by deﬁnition of static moment vector S and Euler tensor of inertia E, Eq
e geometrical properties GP1, Eq. (31) and GP2, Eq. (32), of the subsets XC1 and
also necessarily satisﬁed by XCRVE , so that
¼ 0; EðXCRVEÞ ¼ q2 XCRVEI; ð29
he radius q ¼ qðXCRVEÞ is related to the radii of the matrix qð1Þ and the inclu-
Þ as follows
 f Þ qð1Þ 2 þ f qð2Þ 2: ð30.
Þ
Þwhere I is the identity second-order tensor and the second-
order Euler tensor of inertia E relative to the xi-axes, deﬁned
for a generic solid occupying the region V asEijðVÞ ¼
Z
V
xi xj; ð33Þwhile qð1Þ ¼ qðXC1Þ and qð2Þ ¼ qðXC2Þ are the radii of the
spheres (or circles in 2 D) of inertia of the matrix and the
inclusion. Note that the assumption of spherical tensors of
inertia yields a spherical tensor for the RVE, which is coherent
with the assumption of randomness of the distribution of
inclusions.
(GP3) The radius of the sphere of inertia for the inclusion
phase vanishes in the limit of null inclusion volume
fractionlim
f!0
qð2Þðf Þ ¼ 0; ð34Þor, equivalently, all the dimensions of the inclusion (and therefore
the radius of the smallest ball containing the inclusion) are zero
for f ¼ 0.
Examples of two-dimensional RVE, characterized by the geo-
metrical properties GP1-GP2 and GP3 are reported in Figs. 3 and
4, respectively.4. Equivalent nonlocal properties from homogenization in the
dilute case
The following proposition is the central result in this article,
providing the nonlocal effective tensor from second-order homoge-
nization of a heterogeneous Cauchy RVE containing a small
inclusion.
Homogenization proposition. For a dilute concentration of the
inclusion phase (f  1) and assuming the geometrical properties
GP1 – GP2 – GP3 for the RVE, the nonlocal sixth-order tensor Aeq
of the equivalent SGE material is evaluated (at ﬁrst-order in f) as
Aeqijhlmn ¼ f
q2
4
~Cihlndjm þ ~Cihmndjl þ ~Cjhlndim þ ~Cjhmndil
 	
þ oðf Þ;
ð35Þ
where q is the radius of the sphere (or circle in 2D) of inertia of the
RVE cell, and ~C is introduced to deﬁne (at ﬁrst-order in f) the differ-
ence between the local constitutive tensors for the effective mate-
rial Ceq and the matrix Cð1Þ, so that
Ceq ¼ Cð1Þ þ f ~C; ð36Þ
which is assumed to be known from standard homogenization, per-
formed on linear displacement boundary conditions.
Eq. (35) represents the solution of the homogenization problem
and is obtained by imposing the vanishing of the energy mismatch
G, Eq. (28), when the same second-order displacement boundary
conditions are applied both on the heterogeneous Cauchy material
and on the homogeneous equivalent SGE material, Eqs. (23) and
(25), respectively.
From the solution (35), in agreement with Bigoni and Drugan
(2007), it can be noted that:
 the equivalent SGE material is positive deﬁnite if and only if ~C is
negative deﬁnite;
 the constitutive higher-order tensor Aeq is linear in f for dilute
concentration.
Proof of the homogenization proposition
Fig. 3. Some examples of two-dimensional RVE satisfying the geometrical properties GP1, Eq. (31), and GP2, Eq. (32), for plane strain condition.
Fig. 4. Examples of two-dimensional RVE satisfying (upper part) or not (lower part) the geometrical property GP3, Eq. (34). In the lower part, the radius of inertia of the
inclusion does not vanish in the limit of vanishing volume fraction.
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ment boundary condition (25) applied on the boundary of
a homogeneous SGE material with constitutive tensors C
and A. In the absence of body force, b ¼ 0, let us consider
the extension within the body of the quadratic displacement
ﬁeld u, Eq. (24), applied on the boundary6 Not
Cauchyui ¼ aijxj|{z}
ua
i
þ bijkxjxk|ﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄ}
ub
i
; x in X; ð37Þproviding the following deformation e and curvature v ﬁeldseij ¼ aij þ aji2 þ ðbijk þ bjikÞxk; vijk ¼ 2bkij; ð38Þand the following stress r and double-stress s ﬁelds,rij ¼ Cijhkahk þ 2Cijhkbhklxl; sijk ¼ 2Aijklmnbnlm: ð39Þ
The stress ﬁeld (39) follows from the displacement ﬁeld (37) and
satisﬁes the equilibrium Eq. (4) if and only if 6Cijhkbhkj ¼ 0; ð40Þ
which for isotropic homogeneous materials reduces to the condi-
tion obtained by Bigoni and Drugan (2007)bjji ¼ ð1 2mÞbikk; ð41Þ
(with Poisson’s ratio m ¼ k=2ðkþ lÞ). In the following we will use
the superscript } for b (namely, b}) to denote the components of
the third-order tensor b satisfying Eq. (40), or (41) for isotropy.
(ii) Consider an auxiliary material with local constitutive tensor
C, deﬁned as a ﬁrst-order perturbation in f to the equivalent
local constitutive tensor Ceq, namely,C ¼ Ceq þ f C^ ~C
 	
; ð42Þso that using Eq. (36) we can writee that the constraint (40) arises independently of whether the material is
elastic or SGE.C ¼ Cð1Þ þ f C^; ð43Þ
where C^, together with C, deﬁne an arbitrary material with prop-
erties ‘close’ to both the matrix and the equivalent material, an arbi-
trariness which will be used later to eliminate the constraint (40).
By deﬁnition, the displacement ﬁeldui ¼ aijxj|{z}
ua
i
þ b}ijk xjxk|ﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄ}
ub
}
i
; x inX: ð44Þis equilibrated [in other words satisﬁes Eq. (40)] in a homogeneous
material characterized by the constitutive tensor C and corre-
sponds to the following quadratic displacement ﬁeld on the
boundaryui ¼ aijxj|{z}
ua
i
þ b}ijk xjxk|ﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄ}
ub
}
i
; xon@X: ð45Þ(iii) Apply on the boundary @XCRVE of the heterogeneous Cauchy
material (RVE) the displacement boundary condition (45),uRVE ¼ u; on@XCRVE: ð46Þ
According to Lemma 1 (Appendix A.1), the strain energy in the RVE
at ﬁrst-order in f is the sum of the strain energy due to the linear (a)
and nonlinear (b) displacement boundary conditions, and the
mutual strain energy, say, the ‘a b energy term’ is null at ﬁrst-or-
der in f,7so thatWCRVE uð Þ ¼ WCRVE uað Þ þWCRVE ub
} 	þ oðf Þ: ð48Þ
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rial the same displacement boundary condition u, Eq. (45),
imposed to the RVE and complemented by the higher-order
boundary condition in terms of displacement normal deriv-
ative taken equal8to Du7 Con
to the g
identica
WCRVE uð
8 The
bounda
propose
tion cha
the sam
WSGEeq u
uSGE ¼ u;
DuSGE ¼ Du;
(
on@XSGEeq ; ð49Þwhere Du is the normal derivative of the displacement ﬁeld (44).
According to the result presented in Lemma 2 (Appendix A.2), the
a b energy term is null and the strain energy in XSGEeq isWSGEeq u;Duð Þ ¼ WSGEeq ua;Duað Þ þWSGEeq ub
}
;Dub
} 	
; ð50Þwhere Dua and Dub
}
are the contributions of the imposed normal
derivative depending on a and b terms in Du, respectively.
(v) The energy minimization procedure, Eq. (28), can be per-
formed using the energy stored in the heterogeneous Cauchy
material WCRVE, Eq. (48), and in the homogeneous SGE mate-
rial WSGEeq , Eq. (50), so that the energy mismatch is given byG Cð1Þ;Cð2Þ;Ceq;Aeq
 	
¼ Ga Cð1Þ;Cð2Þ;Ceq;Aeq
 	
þ Gb} Cð1Þ;Cð2Þ;Ceq;Aeq
 	
ð51ÞwhereGa Cð1Þ;Cð2Þ;Ceq;Aeq
 	
¼ WCRVE uað Þ WSGEeq ua;Duað Þ;
Gb} Cð1Þ;Cð2Þ;Ceq;Aeq
 	
¼ WCRVE ub
} 	WSGEeq ub} ;Dub} 	:
ð52Þ
Since only the local contribution (depending on Ceq) arises in the
SGE strain energy when the linear boundary displacement condi-
tion (b} ¼ 0 and uSGE ¼ ua;DuSGE ¼ Dua) is imposed (while the
non-local contribution depending on Aeq is identically null because
higher-order stress and curvature are null), the energy mismatch Ga
due to the a terms is null by deﬁnition of Ceq (which is known from
the ﬁrst-order homogenization procedure)Ga Cð1Þ;Cð2Þ;Ceq;Aeq
 	
¼ Ga Cð1Þ;Cð2Þ;Ceq
 	
¼ 0: ð53ÞTherefore, the proposed energy minimization procedure, based on
linear and quadratic displacement boundary condition and leading
to the deﬁnition of Aeq, can be performed referring only to the b}
terms,G Cð1Þ;Cð2Þ;Ceq;Aeq
 	
¼ Gb} Cð1Þ;Cð2Þ;Ceq;Aeq
 	
: ð54Þ(vi) Keeping into account the results presented in Lemma 3
(Appendix A.3) and Lemma 4 (Appendix A.4), the energy
mismatch (54) is given by the difference of the following
two termssidering that the RVE satisﬁes geometrical symmetry conditions, in addition
eometrical properties GP1 and GP2, it can be proven that the mutual energy is
lly null even in the case of non-dilute suspension of inclusion
Þ ¼ WCRVE uað Þ þWCRVE ub
} 	
; 8 f : ð47
displacement ﬁeld Eq. (44) is the solution for a homogeneous SGE when
ry conditions (49) are imposed. It can be easily proven that the result of the
d homogenization procedure holds when the higher-order boundary condi-
nges as DuSGE ¼ DuRVE since the strain energy developed in the SGE material is
e at the ﬁrst order
;DuRVE
 ¼ WSGEeq u;Duð Þ þ oðf Þ:ÞWCRVEðub
} Þ ¼ 2q2 XCð1Þijhkb}ijl b}hkl þ oðf Þ: ð55ÞandWSGEeq ðub
}
;Dub
} Þ ¼ 2 X q2Ceqijhkdlm þ Aeqjlikmh
 	
b}ijl b
}
hkm
þ oðf Þ: ð56Þ
(vii) Therefore, from Eqs. (36), (55) and (56), the annihilation of
the strain energy gap G, Eq. (54) (between the real heteroge-
neous Cauchy and the equivalent homogeneous SGE materi-
als) is represented by the conditionfq2 ~Cijhkdlm þ Aeqjlikmh
 	
b}ijl b
}
hkm þ oðf Þ ¼ 0: ð57Þ(viii) The energy annihilation (57) has been obtained for a nonlin-
ear displacement ﬁeld b}, in equilibrium within a homoge-
neous material with local constitutive tensor C. But,
according to Eq. (43), tensor C deﬁnes an arbitrary material,
so that using this arbitrariness we obtainfq2 ~Cijhkdlm þ Aeqjlikmh
 	
bijlbhkm þ oðf Þ ¼ 0; ð58Þwhere the components of b are unrestricted, except for the symme-
try bijk=bikj. Eventually, the annihilation of energy mismatch G, Eq.
(58), deﬁnes the non-local constitutive tensor Aeq for the equivalent
SGE material as in Eq. (35). h
5. Conclusions
Micro- or nano-structures embedded in solids introduce inter-
nal length-scales and nonlocal effects within the mechanical mod-
elling, leading to higher-order theories. We have provided an
analytical approach to the determination of the parameters deﬁn-
ing an elastic higher-order (Mindlin) material, as the homogeniza-
tion of a heterogeneous Cauchy elastic material, Eq. (35). This
result, obtained through the proposed homogenization procedure,
is limited to the dilute approximation, but is not restricted to isot-
ropy of the constituents and leaves a certain freedom to the shape
of the inclusions. A perfect match between the elastic energies of
the heterogeneous and homogeneous materials is obtained. Exam-
ples and results on material symmetry and positive deﬁniteness
are deferred to part II of this article (Bacca et al., 2013).
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Appendix A. Proofs of lemmas 1–4
A.1. Lemma 1: null mutual a-b energy term for the RVE at the ﬁrst-
order in concentration f
Statement. When a quadratic displacement u, Eq. (45), is ap-
plied on the boundary of a RVE satisfying the geometrical proper-
ties GP1 and GP3, the strain energy at ﬁrst-order in f is given by Eq.
(48).
Proof. By the superposition principle, the ﬁelds originated by the
application of u ¼ ua þ ub} are given by the sum of the respective
ﬁelds originated from the boundary conditions ua and ub
}
eðxÞ ¼ eaðxÞ þ eb} ðxÞ; rðxÞ ¼ raðxÞ þ rb} ðxÞ; ðA:1Þ
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strain energy (26)1 becomes
WCRVEðuÞ ¼ WCRVEðuaÞ þWCRVEðub
} Þ þWCRVEðua;ub
} Þ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
mutual energy
ðA:2Þ
where
WCRVEðuaÞ ¼
1
2
Z
XR
eaijðxÞCijhkðxÞeahkðxÞ;
WCRVEðub
} Þ ¼ 1
2
Z
XR
eb
}
ij ðxÞCijhkðxÞeb
}
hk ðxÞ;
WCRVEðua;ub
} Þ ¼
Z
XR
eaijðxÞCijhkðxÞeb
}
hk ðxÞ:
ðA:3Þ
Through two applications of the principle of virtual work9 the mu-
tual energy (A.3)3 can be computed as
WCRVEðua;ub
} Þ ¼ aij
Z
XR
rb
}
ij ðxÞ; ðA:5Þ
which, using the constitutive relation (10)1 and the symmetries of
the local constitutive tensors Cð1Þ and Cð2Þ, can be decomposed as
the sum of two contributions
WCRVEðua;ub
} Þ ¼ aijCð1Þijhk
Z
XR
ub
}
h;k ðxÞ þ aij Cð2Þijhk  Cð1Þijhk
 	 Z
XR2
ub
}
h;k ðxÞ:
ðA:6Þ
Through two further applications of the divergence theorem and
using the geometrical property GP1 for the RVE,10 the ﬁrst term
on the right-hand-side of Eq. (A.6) results to be null
aijC
ð1Þ
ijhk
Z
XR
ub
}
h;k ðxÞ ¼ 0: ðA:9Þ
Introducing the mean value over a domain X of the function f ðxÞ as
hf ðxÞijX ¼
1
X
Z
X
f ðxÞ; ðA:10Þ
the second term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (A.6) can be rewritten
as
aij C
ð2Þ
ijhk  Cð1Þijhk
 	
XR2 hub
}
h;k ðxÞi




XR2
: ðA:11Þ
Assuming the geometrical property GP3 for the RVE, the displace-
ment ﬁeld in the presence of the inclusion is given by the asymp-
totic expansion in the volume fraction f9 In the ﬁrst application, the ﬁelds corresponding to the solution (A.1) are
consideredZ
XR
eaijðxÞrb
}
ij ðxÞ ¼
Z
@XR
uai ðxÞtb
}
i ðxÞ; ðA:4Þ
10 In the ﬁrst application of the divergence theorem, ub
} ¼ ub} , Eq. (45), is
considered on the boundary @XR , so thatZ
XR
ub
}
h;k ðxÞ ¼ b}hlm
Z
@XR
nkxlxm; ðA:7Þ
while, in the second application, the kinematically admissible displacement ﬁeld
ub
}
, Eq. (44), is considered within the RVE, yielding
b}hlm
Z
@XR
nkxlxm ¼ 2b}hlk
Z
XR
xl; ðA:8Þ
so that the geometrical property GP1 for the RVE leads to Eq. (A.9).ub
}
i ¼ b}ijk xjxk þ f q ~ub
}
i þ oðf Þ; ðA:12Þ
subject to the constraint
0 < q 	 1; ðA:13Þ
and considering the geometrical property GP1 for the RVE, together
with the deﬁnition of volume fraction f, Eq. (21), expression (A.11)
becomes
f qþ1Xaij Cð2Þijhk  Cð1Þijhk
 	
~ub
}
h;k ðxÞ
D E



XR2
; ðA:14Þ
from which, considering the restriction on the power q (A.13), the
second term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (A.6) is null at ﬁrst-order
in f
aij C
ð2Þ
ijhk  Cð1Þijhk
 	 Z
XR2
ub
}
h;k ðxÞ ¼ oðf Þ: ðA:15Þ
Considering results (A.9) and (A.15), the mutual energy in the RVE
(A.3)3 is null at ﬁrst-order in f and proposition (48) follows. hA.2. Lemma 2: null mutual a-b energy term for the homogeneous SGE
Statement.When a quadratic displacement u, Eq. (45), and the
normal component of its derivative Du are applied on the bound-
ary of a SGE satisfying the geometrical property GP1, the strain en-
ergy is given by Eq. (50).
Proof. By the superposition principle, the ﬁelds originated by the
application of the boundary conditions (u ¼ ua þ ub} ,
Du ¼ Dua þ Dub} ) can be obtained as the sum of the respective
ﬁelds arising from the boundary conditions (ua;Dua) and
(ub
}
;Dub
}
) in the forms
eðxÞ ¼ eaðxÞ þ eb} ðxÞ; vðxÞ ¼ vaðxÞ þ vb} ðxÞ;
rðxÞ ¼ raðxÞ þ rb} ðxÞ; sðxÞ ¼ saðxÞ þ sb} ðxÞ;
ðA:16Þ
(the latter calculated through the constitutive Eq. (10)) so that the
strain energy (26)2 becomes
WSGEeq ðu;DuÞ ¼ WSGEeq ðua;DuaÞ þWSGEeq ðub
}
;Dub
} Þ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
direct energy
þWSGEeq ðua;Dua;ub
}
;Dub
} Þ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
mutual energy
ðA:17Þ
where
WSGEeq ðua;DuaÞ ¼
1
2
Z
Xeq
eaijðxÞCeqijhkeahkðxÞ þvaijlðxÞAeqijlhkmvahkmðxÞ
h i
;
WSGEeq ðub
}
;Dub
} Þ ¼ 1
2
Z
Xeq
eb
}
ij ðxÞCeqijhkeb
}
hk ðxÞ þvb
}
ijl ðxÞAeqijlhkmvb
}
hkmðxÞ
h i
;
WSGEeq ðua;Dua;ub
}
;Dub
} Þ¼
Z
Xeq
eaijðxÞCeqijhkeb
}
hk ðxÞþvaijlðxÞAeqijlhkmvb
}
hkmðxÞ
h i
:
ðA:18Þ
Application of the boundary condition ðua;DuaÞ on @Xeq leads to the
displacement ﬁeld uaðxÞ, Eq. (44), so that vaðxÞ ¼ 0 and, considering
the symmetries of the equivalent local constitutive tensor Ceq, the
mutual energy simpliﬁes in the local contribution
WSGEeq ðua;Dua;ub
}
;Dub
} Þ ¼ aijCeqijhk
Z
Xeq
ub
}
h;k ðxÞ: ðA:19Þ
Through two applications of the divergence theorem and using the
geometrical property GP1 of the SGE, the mutual energy (A.19) is
null and then proposition (50) follows. h
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Statement. When a quadratic displacement ub
}
, Eq. (45) with
a ¼ 0, is applied on the RVE boundary, the strain energy at ﬁrst-or-
der in the concentration f is given by Eq. (55).
Proof. The strain energy WCRVEðub
} Þ stored in the RVE, when a
quadratic displacement ﬁeld ub
}
(45) is applied on its boundary
@XRVE, is bounded by (see Gurtin, 1972)Z
@XRVE
rSAij niu
b}
j  UCRVEðrSAÞ 6WCRVEðub
} Þ 6WCRVEðeKAÞ; ðA:20Þ
where eKA is a kinematically admissible (satisfying the kinematic
compatibility relation (1)1 and the imposed displacement boundary
conditions) strain ﬁeld, rSA is a statically admissible (satisfying the
equilibrium condition, Eq. (4) with s ¼ 0) stress ﬁeld, while
UCRVEðrSAÞ and WCRVEðeKAÞ are respectively the following stress and
strain energies
UCRVEðrSAÞ ¼
1
2
Z
XR
rSAij ðxÞC1ijhkðxÞrSAhkðxÞ;
WCRVEðeKAÞ ¼
1
2
Z
XR
eKAij ðxÞCijhkðxÞeKAhk ðxÞ:
ðA:21Þ
Considering the kinematically admissible strain ﬁeld
eKAij ¼ ðb}ijk þ b}jik Þxk; ðA:22Þ
and assuming the geometrical properties GP2 and GP3, an estimate
for the upper bound in Eq. (A.20) is the strain energyWCRVEðeKAÞ given
by Eq. (B.5)1 (Appendix B.1), so that
WCRVEðub
} Þ 6 2q2 XCð1Þijhkb}ijl b}hkl þ oðf Þ: ðA:23Þ
Considering now the statically admissible stress ﬁeld
rSAij ¼ 2Cijhkb}hklxl; ðA:24Þ
where C is a ﬁrst-order perturbation in f to the material matrix Cð1Þ,
Eq. (43), and assuming the geometrical property GP2, the stress en-
ergy UCRVEðrSAÞ is given by Eq. (B.5)2 (Appendix B.1). Moreover, since
the application of the divergence theorem yieldsZ
@XR
rSAij niu
b}
j ¼ 4q2 X Cð1Þijhk þ f C^ijhk
 	
b}ijl b
}
hkl; ðA:25Þ
an estimate is obtained for the lower bound in Eq. (A.20) as
WCRVEðub
} ÞP 2q2 XCð1Þijhkb}ijl b}hkl þ oðf Þ; ðA:26Þ
which, together with the upper bound (A.23), leads to Eq. (55). hA.4. Lemma 4: b term in the strain energy WSGEeq at ﬁrst-order in f.
Statement. When a quadratic displacement ub
}
, Eq. (45) with
a ¼ 0, and the normal component of its gradient Dub} are imposed
on the boundary of the homogeneous SGE equivalent material, the
strain energy at ﬁrst-order in the concentration f is given by Eq. (56).
Proof. The strain energyWSGEeq ðub
}
;Dub
} Þ stored in the SGE, when
a quadratic displacement ﬁeld ub
}
(45) and the normal component
of its gradient Dub
}
are imposed on its boundary @Xeq, is bounded
as (Appendix C)Z
@Xeq
tSAi u
b}
i þ TSAi Dub
}
i
 	
þ
Z
Ceq
HSAi u
b}
i  USGEeq ðrSA; sSAÞ
6WSGEeq ðub
}
;Dub
} Þ 6WSGEeq ðeKA;vKAÞ; ðA:27Þ
withtSAk ¼ njrSAjk  ninjDsSAijk
2 njDisSAijk þ ninjDlnl  Djni
 
sSAijk;
TSAk ¼ ninjsSAijk;
8><
>: on@Xeq; ðA:28Þ
and
HSAk ¼ ½½emljnismnlsSAijk  ; onCeq; ðA:29Þ
where eKA and vKA are kinematically admissible strain and curvature
ﬁelds (satisfying the kinematic compatibility relation (1) and the
imposed displacement boundary conditions), rSA and sSA are stati-
cally admissible stress and double-stress ﬁelds (satisfying the equi-
librium Eq. (4)), while USGEeq ðrSA; sSAÞ and WSGEeq ðeKA;vKAÞ are
respectively the stress and the strain energies given by
USGEeq ðrSA; sSAÞ ¼
1
2
Z
Xeq
rSAij ðxÞCeq
1
ijhk r
SA
hkðxÞ þ
1
2
Z
Xeq
sSAijhðxÞAeq
1
ijhklms
SA
klmðxÞ;
WSGEeq ðeKA;vKAÞ ¼
1
2
Z
Xeq
eKAij ðxÞCeqijhkeKAhk ðxÞ þ
1
2
Z
Xeq
vKAijh ðxÞAeqijhklmvKAklmðxÞ:
ðA:30Þ
Considering the kinematically admissible strain eKA (A.22) and cur-
vature ﬁeld
vKAijk ¼ 2b}kij ; ðA:31Þ
and assuming the geometrical property GP2, an estimate for the
upper bound in Eq. (A.27)), is the strain energy WSGEeq ðeKA;vKAÞ given
by Eq. (B.8)1 (Appendix B.2) as
WSGEeq ðub
}
;Dub
} Þ 6 2Xb}ijl b}hkm q2Ceqijhkdlm þ Aeqjlikmh
 	
: ðA:32Þ
Considering the statically admissible stress rSA (A.24) and double-
stress ﬁeld
sSAjli ¼ 2Aeqjlikmhb}hkm; ðA:33Þ
where C is a ﬁrst-order perturbation in f to the material matrix Ceq,
Eq. (42), and assuming the geometrical property GP2, the stress en-
ergy USGEeq ðrSA; sSAÞ is given by Eq. (B.9) (Appendix B.2). Moreover,
since the application of the divergence theorem yieldsZ
@Xeq
tSAi u
b}
i þ TSAi Dub
}
i
 	
þ
Z
Ceq
HSAi u
b}
i
¼ 4q2X Ceqijhk þ f C^ijhk  ~Cijhk
 	h i
b}ijnb
}
hkn; ðA:34Þ
an estimate is obtained for the lower bound in Eq. (A.27) as
WSGEeq ðub
}
;Dub
} ÞP 2Xb}ijl b}hkm q2Ceqijhkdlm þ Aeqjlikmh
 	
þ oðf Þ;
ðA:35Þ
which, together with the upper bound (A.32), leads to Eq. (56). hAppendix B. Elastic energies based on the kinematically
admissible displacement ﬁeld ub
}
(44)
In this Appendix it is assumed a ¼ 0. The ﬁeld ub} , Eq. (44), is a
kinematically admissible displacement for both boundary
conditions ub
}
, Eq. (46), and (ub
}
;Dub
}
), Eq. (49), applied on the
boundary of the RVE and the SGE, respectively. The related strain
and stress energies in the RVE and in the SGE are obtained below.
 In Section B.1 the strain energies are computed with the kine-
matically admissible deformation eKA, Eq. (A.22), and curvature
vKA, Eq. (A.31), originated by the kinematically admissible
displacement ub
}
, Eq. (44);
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cally admissible stress rSA, Eq. (A.24), and double-stress sSA,
Eq. (A.33), originated by the above mentioned kinematically
admissible ﬁelds eKA and vKA within a homogeneous material
with constitutive tensors C and Aeq.
B.1. Strain and stress energies in the RVE
The kinematically admissible deformation eKA, Eq. (A.22), the
statically admissible stress rSA, Eq. (A.24), provide the strain and
stress energies (A.21) in the RVE
WCRVEðeKAÞ ¼
Z
X
2CijhkðxÞb}ijl b}hkmxlxm;
UCRVEðrSAÞ ¼
Z
X
2CijlmC
1
ijhkðxÞChkrsb}lmnb}rst xnxt;
ðB:1Þ
which, introducing the deﬁnition (33) of the Euler tensor of inertia
E, can be rewritten as
WCRVEðeKAÞ ¼ 2 Cð1ÞijhkElmðXC1Þ þ Cð2ÞijhkElmðXC2Þ
h i
b}ijl b
}
hkm;
UCRVEðrSAÞ ¼ 2Cijlm Cð1Þ
1
ijhk EntðXC1Þ þ Cð2Þ
1
ijhk EntðXC2Þ
n o
Chkrsb
}
lmnb
}
rst :
ðB:2Þ
Assuming the geometrical property GP2 and considering the iden-
tity (30), the strain and stress energies (B.2) simplify as
WCRVEðeKAÞ ¼ 2q2X Cð1Þijhk  f
qð2Þ
q
 2
C
ð1Þ
ijhk  Cð2Þijhk
h i( )
b}ijl b
}
hkl;
UCRVEðrSAÞ¼2q2XCijlm Cð1Þ
1
ijhk f
qð2Þ
q
 2
C
ð2Þ1
ijhk Cð1Þ
1
ijhk
h i( )
Chkrsb
}
lmnb
}
rsn:
ðB:3Þ
Assuming the geometrical property GP3
qð2Þ ¼ ~qð2Þf r þ oðf Þ; ðB:4Þ
with 0 < r 	 1, and C as a ﬁrst-order perturbation in f to the mate-
rial matrix Cð1Þ, Eq. (43), the strain and the stress energies are given
in the dilute case (f  1) by
WCRVEðeKAÞ ¼ 2q2XCð1Þijhkb}ijl b}hkl þ oðf Þ;
UCRVEðrSAÞ ¼ 2q2X Cð1Þijhk þ 2f C^ijhk
 	
b}ijl b
}
hkl þ oðf Þ:
ðB:5ÞB.2. Strain and stress energies in the SGE
The kinematically admissible deformation and curvature ﬁelds
[eKA, Eq. (A.22); vKA, Eq. (A.31)] together with the statically admis-
sible stress and double-stress ﬁelds [rSA, Eq. (A.24); sSA, Eq. (A.33)]
provide the strain and stress energies (A.30) in the SGE
WSGEeq ðeKA;vKAÞ ¼
Z
X
2 Ceqijhkxlxm þ Aeqjlikmh
h i
b}ijl b
}
hkm;
USGEeq ðrSA; sSAÞ ¼
Z
X
2 CijlmC
eq1
ijhk C

hkrsxnxt þ Aeqmnlstr
n o
b}lmnb
}
rst ;
ðB:6Þ
which, introducing the deﬁnition (33) for the Euler tensor of inertia
E, can be rewritten as
WSGEeq ðeKA;vKAÞ ¼ 2 CeqijhkElmðXSGEeq Þ þXSGEeq Aeqjlikmh
h i
b}ijl b
}
hkm;
USGEeq ðrSA; sSAÞ ¼ 2 CijlmCeq
1
ijhk C

hkrsEntðXSGEeq Þ þXSGEeq Aeqmnlstr
n o
b}lmnb
}
rst :
ðB:7Þ
Assuming the geometrical property GP2, the strain and stress ener-
gies (B.7) simplify asWSGEeq ðeKA;vKAÞ ¼ 2X q2Ceqijhkdlm þ Aeqjlikmh
h i
b}ijl b
}
hkm;
USGEeq ðrSA; sSAÞ ¼ 2X q2CijlmCeq
1
ijhk C

hkrsdnt þ Aeqmnlstr
n o
b}lmnb
}
rst :
ðB:8Þ
Finally, assuming C as a ﬁrst-order perturbation in f to the equiv-
alent local tensor Ceq, Eq. (42), the stress energy is given in the di-
lute case (f  1) by
USGEeq ðrSA; sSAÞ ¼ 2X q2 Ceqijhk þ 2f C^ijhk  ~Cijhk
 	h i
dlm þ Aeqjlikmh
n o
b}ijl b
}
hkm
þ oðf Þ:
ðB:9ÞAppendix C. Energy bounds for SGE material
Statement. When boundary displacement conditions u, Du are
imposed on the boundary @Xeq of a SGE, the strain energy
WSGEeq ðu;DuÞ is bounded asZ
@Xeq
tSAi ui þ TSAi Dui
 	
þ
Z
Ceq
HSAi ui  USGEeq ðrSA; sSAÞ
6WSGEeq ðu;DuÞ 6WSGEeq ðeKA;vKAÞ; ðC:1Þ
where eKA and vKA are kinematically admissible strain and curvature
ﬁelds (satisfying the kinematic compatibility relation (1) and the
imposed displacement boundary conditions), rSA and sSA are stati-
cally admissible stress and double-stress ﬁelds (satisfying the equi-
librium Eq. (4)) and the other statically admissible quantities tSA;TSA
and HSA are given by Eqs. (A.28) and (A.29), while USGEeq ðrSA; sSAÞ and
WSGEeq ðeKA;vKAÞ are respectively the stress and the strain energies,
Eqs. (A.30)1 and (A.30)2.
Proof. Considering the displacement ﬁeld ueq solution to the
displacement boundary conditions u;Du and the related statical
ﬁelds req and seq in equilibrium, through the difference ﬁelds
DeKA; DvKA, DrSA; DsSA the kinematically and statically admissible
ﬁelds can be deﬁned as
eKA ¼ eeq þ DeKA; vKA ¼ veq þ DvKA;
rSA ¼ req þ DrSA; sSA ¼ seq þ DsSA: ðC:2Þ
Using the discrepancy ﬁelds DeKA and DvKA the term representing
the upper bound in Eq. (C.1) can be rewritten as
WSGEeq ðeKA;vKAÞ ¼ WSGEeq ðu;DuÞ þWSGEeq ðDeKA;DvKAÞ
þ
Z
Xeq
Cijhkeeqij De
KA
hk þ AijklmnveqijkDvKAlmn
 	
; ðC:3Þ
which provides a proof to the upper bound, since the strain energy
is positive deﬁnite and the third term in the RHS of Eq. (C.3) is null
by the principle of virtual work (3) with Du ¼ DDu ¼ 0 on the
boundary.
Using the discrepancy ﬁelds DrKA and DsKA the term represent-
ing the lower bound in Eq. (C.1) can be rewritten asZ
@Xeq
tSAi ui þ TSAi Dui
 	
þ
Z
Ceq
HSAi ui  USGEeq ðrSA; sSAÞ
¼ WSGEeq ðu;DuÞ  USGEeq ðDrSA;DsSAÞ ðC:4Þ
which provides a proof to the lower bound, since the strain energy
is positive deﬁnite. hReferences
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